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The SPACCER® installation requires the following tools and equipment:

Jack Spring Compressor Car Tool Kit

Adhesive Tape Measuring Tape Pen and PaperPen and Paper

Information

Note

Correct

False

Version 01.2.2EN – © 2014 SPACCER® Germany

These installation manual is printed on
elemental chlorine-free bleached paper.
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We would like to congratulate you on choosing the SPACCER® lift system. 
SPACCER® is a high-strength special aluminum coil ring used to lift your 
vehicle. Using a SPACCER® you can lift all vehicle makes and models by 
up to 48 mm. A single SPACCER® will lift your car by 12 mm at any one 
wheel. You can lift the front axle, the rear axle, or front and rear axle of 
your vehicle.

Measures and dimensions for the lift 
The TÜV/MOT lift specification is the difference between the vehicle height 
stated in your motor vehicle title an the height measured at the vehicle 
roof following the retrofitting. To obtain comparable measurements the 
impacts of wheel/tyre combination, damper type and condition, fuel tank 
level, as well as the current ride height tolerances have to be considered. 
These contributing external effects may lead to deviations concerning the 
actual degree of lift.

Lift 
SPACCER® manufactures a range of different parts for various models 
and makes some of which are very similar. The installation and use of 
such parts in vehicles not suitable/intended can result in severe damage. 
Therefore, prior installation, please compare the TÜV test report with the 
title of your vehicle to verify that i) SPACCER® has been approved for your 
vehicle, ii) all designations and labels are correct, and iii) this SPACCER® is 
appropriate for your vehicle. This also applies to wheel types and tyre sizes 
not approved by the manufacturer. 
Strictly observe the notes in our 
TÜV test report concerning vehicle 
type and model. If unsure whether 
the offered product fits your specific 
vehicle type and model please con-
tact SPACCER® or a qualified shop 
(authorized dealer).

Important Information and InstructionsI

Figure 1a: Distance from tow bar top to road 
surface after lift

max 420mm
min 350mmMax. 420 mm

Min. 350 mm
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SPACCER® are manufactured permanently using quality assurance measu-
res and highest precision, but even such high-quality products can become 
defective.

To prevent product defects, please observe the following notes:
• Neither overload the vehicle nor exceed the axle loads specified by 

TÜV or manufacturer
• Avoid aggressive or unconventionell driving posing excessive loads 

and demands on the vehicle

SPACCER® are designed solely for use in street-legal vehicles complying 
to applicable laws and regulations. Every other use is strongly advised 
against.

Have SPACCER only installed in authorized or qualified shops. Only 
these shops provide the required knowledge and tools.

1.  Prior installation
• Please check the delivery for completeness
• Please check the items delivered against the delivery note
• Please compare the items delivered to the TÜV test report
• Please also compare the TÜV test report with the vehicle documents
• Please check that the tools required for installation are available 

You will find a list of the tools required on page 2.
• Please order parts which may be required additionally
• When there are any discrepancies or deviations please contact your 

local sales agent
• Please determine all measures required for the installation, espe-

cially the residual spring travel (see Chapter III)
• Should your vehicle have a towing attachment please ensure that 

the top of the tow bar doesn't exceed the legal statutory height 
limit of 420 mm after installation (Figure 1a)

Installation NotesII
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2. During the Installation
• Adhere to specifications or to repair manual instructions of vehicle 

manufacturer
• Observe all instructions in this document
• Check the functionality of all parts removed
• Replace defective genuine parts with new genuine parts
• Only use suitable tools for installation/removal
• Don't attempt to make parts fit that don't

Should any product/part not fit stop the installation or removal process The 
installation of products in unsuitable vehicles can result in severe damage.

Should this be the case, please contact your sales agent and describe the 
problem in detail. Have your vehicle documents or technical documents 
ready to be able to answer any enquiry that may arise. After having fini-
shed the installation please check that the number of parts installed equals 
the number of parts removed.

3. After the lift
• Only apply manufacturer specified torque values
• Measure all values important to the lift
• Check and adjust, if necessary, the following:

o Correct installation of all removed and mounted parts
o Body-to-tyre clearance of wheel/tyre combination 

(with / without load)
o Braking system and the load-sensitive proportioning valve 

setting
o Clearances of all brake components and brake hoses (at all 

steering angles)
o Headlight setting
o Clearances of all axle and steering components (at all stee-

ring angles)
o Level control setting
o Axle settings
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Not complying with these testing and adjusting procedures can result 
in complete failure of vehicle systems and fatal damage.

4. Test ride
• Installing the SPACCER® system can change the ride/behaviour of 

your vehicle
• Please use caution and drive carefully until getting used to the new 

ride/behaviour
• Unusual handling properties may be an indication for the fact that 

the installed SPACCER® is not suitable for your vehicle or that it 
has been installed faulty. Should this be the case please have your 
vehicle checked immediately in a qualified shop

Not complying with this procedure can result in fatal damage.

Improper and incorrect handling during the installation  and remo-
val of SPACCER® can result in damage. Therefore, the installation of 
SPACCER® must be performed by a qualified auto shop (certified repair 
shop, authorized dealer, etc.). The installation should not be 
performed by private individuals!

i
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Prior to installing the SPACCER® system you have to ensure that the
remaining suspension spring travel between extension and compression 
must be at least 40 mm with the SPACCER® system installed. 

To determine the residual suspension travel you will need:

To ensure a correct measurement value, always measure the distance 
with the wheels still on the ground.

III. Determining the Residual Suspension Travel

Jack Adhesive Tape Measuring Tape Pen and Paper

How to find out the residual suspension travel:

1. Using a tape mark the hub center and measure perpendicular
to the wing/fender edge.

2. With the vehicle standing measure the distance between the hub 
center mark and the wing/fender center (Figure 1), and note this 
value down (page 23 provides space for your notes).

3. Lift the chassis using a jack or a lifting platform.

4. Now the vehicle's suspension is fully extended and the wheels don't 
contact the ground (Figure 2). Measure again the distance between 
the centers of hub and wing/fender.

5. Determine the overall height of the SPACCER® to be installed
(12 mm / SPACCER® , 15 mm / SPACCER® with rubber profile)
and calculate the remaining suspension travel using
the following formula:
Suspension extended - suspension compressed - SPACCER® height

!
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Please also view the video instruction on determining the residual 
suspension travel on our homepage www.spaccer.com 

The remaining suspension spring travel measured must be at least 40 mm. 
If the value is < 40 mm, only use so many SPACCER® to maintain the mi-
nimum suspension spring travel or install a SPACCER® shock rod extension 
piece (available at www.spaccer.com). If the value is > 40 mm continue 
with Chapter IV on page 10.

Residual suspension travel calculation examples

i

Figure 1, Vehicle standing still

Example A: Remaining supension travel sufficient

Remaining supension 
travel  ≥4 cm 
 
â Continue with Chapter IV

4 SPACCER® example calculation 4 SPACCER® example calculation

Remaining supension 
travel < 4 cm

â Use max. 3 SPACCER or install 
 a shock rod extension piece

Figure 2, Vehicle suspension fully extended

Example B: Remaining supension travel 
 not sufficient

Suspension extended (Fig. 2)  49.0 cm
Suspension compressed (Fig. 1) – 40.0 cm
Lift (4 x 1.2 cm)  – 4.8 cm

Remaining supension travel = 4.2 cm

Suspension extended (Fig. 2)  49.0 cm
Suspension compressed (Fig. 1) – 41.0 cm
Lift (4 x 1.2 cm)  – 4.8 cm

Remaining supension travel = 3.2 cm

Measuring points Center of 
wing/fender and hub

Measuring points Center of 
wing/fender and hub
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SPACCER® are inserted on top or underneath the spring.
Therefore, the strut must be prepared accordingly.

Follow the following procedure for preparing the strut:

Ensure that the parking brake is set.
Lift the vehicle using a jack or a lifting platform (Figure 3). Then, remove 
the wheels where you wish to install SPACCER® (Figure 4).

IV Preparing the Strut

Jack Spring Compressor Car Tool Kit

Figure 3: Jacking up the vehicle Figure 4: Removing the wheels
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If you have the chance to compress the installed coil spring 'in situ' using 
a spring compressor, then SPACCER® can be mounted with the strut in 
place. Although, the removal of the strut will always facilitate the installati-
on and is therefore highly advisable.

The spring can be compressed in place:

 â  Strut removal not required 
 continue with Chapter IV A on page 12 

The spring can't be compressed in place: 

 â  Strut removal required 
 continue with Chapter IV B on page 14

Whether the coil spring can be compressed in place using a spring 
compressor or not depends on your vehicle type/model and the type 
of the spring compressor used. If in doubt, remove the strut to avoid 
damaging your vehicle.

If the spring can be compressed in place please ensure also that the 
seat of the strut dampener stays in position with the spring com-
pressed. If this can't be ensured continue with Chapter IV B. 

i

!
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B
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IV
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IV Spring can be compressed in placeA
Compress the spring using a spring compressor (Figure 5). 
While compressing the spring verify that the seat of the strut dampener 
stays in position.

Place the SPACCER® at the position specified in the vehicle-specific 
supplementary sheet "Strut Exploded View". 
 

Depending on the type of vehicle the SPACCER® must be installed eit-
her at the top or bottom end of the spring. Please refer to the supple-
mentary sheet "Strut Exploded View" for detailed position information.

!

Figure 5, Spring and spring compressor
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After placing the SPACCER® fix them with adhesive tape to facilitate 
installation (Figure 8). Decompress the spring using the spring compressor. 
Verify that the SPACCER® at the spring and the strut dampener seat (top 
mount, Figure 6) or strut (bottom mount, Figure 7) fits snugly (Figure 9).

Figure 6: SPACCER® bottom mounted Figure 7: SPACCER® top mounted

Figure 8: Adhesive tape as mounting aid Figure 9: Verifying correct seating
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Remove the struts of all wheels that you want to lift while observing the 
manufacturer's instructions.

Place the SPACCER® at the position specified in the vehicle-specific 
supplementary sheet "Strut Installation Position".

Ensure to use only documentation explicitly authorized by the manu-
facturer when installing or removing the strut.

!

Figure 10: Strut removal according to service manual

IV Spring can't be compressed in placeB
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Fix the SPACCER® with adhesive tape to facilitate installation (Figure 13). 
Verify that the SPACCER® fits accurately. Re-install the strut – now with the 
SPACCER® – into the vehicle. Verify that the SPACCER® at the spring and 
the strut dampener seat (top mount, Figure 11) or strut (bottom mount, 
Figure 12) fits snugly (Figure 14).

Depending on the type of vehicle the SPACCER® must be installed eit-
her at the top or bottom end of the spring. Please refer to the supple-
mentary sheet "Strut Exploded View" for detailed position information.

!

Figure 11: SPACCER® bottom mounted Figure 12: SPACCER® top mounted

Figure 14: Verifying correct seatingFigure 13: Adhesive tape as mounting aid
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V Installing the Bump Stop

Depending on the type of strut different bump stops are being used.
Spring and bump stop are either installed as one unit or separately.
Select your axle design:

Figure 15: Strut with combined shock absorber / spring (MacPherson)

Shock Absorber and Spring Combined (MacPherson)

 â  continue with Chapter V A 
 on page 18 AV
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Figure 16: Strut with separate shock absorber / spring 

Shock Absorber and Spring Separate

 â  continue with Chapter V B
 on page 20 BV
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V Installing the Bump Stop on Combined 
Shock Absorber and Spring (MacPherson)

A

Position the bump stops at the location depicted in Figure 15. 
The bump stops can easily be clipped onto the shock rod.

Figure 17: Bump stop installation position
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One bump stop for each SPACCER® 

One bump stop must be positioned for SPACCER® installed. The following 
figure depicts the SPACCER® in top mount position. The installation positi-
on on your vehicle may be different.

Figure 18: 1 bump stop
per strut for 1 SPACCER®

Figure 20: 3 bump stops
per strut for 3 SPACCER®

Figure 19: 2 bump stops
per strut for 2 SPACCER®

Figure 21: 4 bump stops
per strut for 4 SPACCER®

Please also view the video instruction on installing the bump stops on 
our homepage www.spaccer.com

i
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V Installing the Bump Stop on Separate Shock 
Absorber and Spring

B

Pre-drill the bottom part of the damper (Figure 
22). Then install the bump stop(s) – according 
to the number of SPACCER® (Figures 24 to 27) – 
at the location depicted in Figure 23. Fix these 
with the bolt and nut supplied. The upper part 
of the damper must be aligned/centered to the 
bump stop(s) when the spring is compressed.

Figure 23: Bump stop installation position

Figure 22: Pre-drilling
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One bump stop for each SPACCER® 

One bump stop must be positioned for SPACCER® installed. The following 
figure depicts the SPACCER® in bottom mount position. The installation 
position on your vehicle may be different.

Figure 24: 1 bump stop
per strut for 1 SPACCER®

Figure 26: 3 bump stops
per strut for 3 SPACCER®

Figure 25: 2 bump stops
per strut for 2 SPACCER®

Figure 27: 4 bump stops
per strut for 4 SPACCER®

Please also view the video instruction on installing the bump stops on 
our homepage www.spaccer.com

i
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VI Checking the Vehicle

With the SPACCER® installed install the wheels and lower the vehicle to 
the ground. Release the parking brake. Verify that a gear is selected or the 
automatic gear selection lever is in position „P“.

Check following items:

1. Check the alignment of your vehicle.

2. Adjust the headlight settings.

3. Depending on the type/model of your vehicle, re-adjusting of the 
proportioning valve may be required. 

4. Stick the SPACCER® label on the door post.

A tick-off check list is provided on page 23.

Drive safely.

Figure 29: Vehicle after liftFigure 28: Vehicle prior lift
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Residual Suspension Travel Measures

Vehicle Checklist

Notes

Suspension extended

Suspension compressed

Lifting

Remaining suspension travel

Vehicle alignment 

Headlight setting

Correct proportioning valve setting

Label stuck to the door post

Front axle Rear axle

cm cm

–                  cm –                  cm

–                  cm –                  cm

=                  cm =                  cm

IMPORTANT! To ensure a correct measurement value, always measure 
the distance with the wheels still on the ground first.



SPACCER® Suspension Lift Kits, Industriestr. 27, 89257 Illertissen, Germany 
Phone: +49 7303 - 2222, Fax: +49 7303 - 2002, Email: info@spaccer.com

www.spaccer.com


